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June 28, 2022

Deal is close on recycling California’s plastic trash
calmatters.org/environment/2022/06/california-recycling-plastic-trash

In summary

A bill negotiated by environmentalists, the plastics industry and lawmakers appears likely to

keep a California recycling measure off the ballot. The bill passed a key committee Tuesday,

two days before the deadline to withdraw the ballot initiative.

Deal or no deal? Most likely, deal.  

The California environmentalists who back a November ballot measure to reduce single-use

plastics appear headed to withdrawing it just ahead of the Thursday deadline, following fierce

negotiations with lawmakers and others on a bill that aims to achieve many of the same goals

and that is supported by some influential environmental organizations.

The ballot measure proponents are waiting for the bill to pass the Legislature before making

a final decision. Some told CalMatters today they’re happy with the current proposal, though

the Natural Resources Defense Council has continued concerns.

The drama peaked today at a hastily called meeting of the Assembly Natural Resources

Committee, which approved the alternative legislation on a bipartisan 9-0 vote. It still faces a

vote before the full Assembly this week. If approved, the bill — which was amended June 16,

Friday night and again Sunday — would also have to be approved by the state Senate.  

State Sen. Ben Allen, a Democrat from Santa Monica who authored Senate Bill 54, said his

team has continued “intense” conversations with the ballot measure proponents to address

concerns. 

“It’s a groundbreaking effort to reduce plastic pollution that has brought environmental and

business groups together,” he told CalMatters. “This is what the voters asked us to do: solve

these problems together.” 

Allen acknowledged there was still work to do, but expressed optimism that the ballot

measure would be withdrawn. “At the end of the day, they’re going to need to feel confident

that this is strong. We’re continuing those conversations but we feel as though the bill’s

strong enough to merit pulling back the ballot measure.” 

Californians Against Waste, which opposed earlier versions of the legislation, was convinced. 

“Based on the most recent amendments and the author’s commitment to continue to work on

the one outstanding issue raised by environmental justice groups around definitions, we are

happy to express our support today,” Nicole Kurian, policy analyst with the group, told the

https://calmatters.org/environment/2022/06/california-recycling-plastic-trash/
https://www.sos.ca.gov/administration/news-releases-and-advisories/2021-news-releases-and-advisories/sw21038
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB54
https://antr.assembly.ca.gov/membersstaff
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committee.

The intense, up-to-the-last-hour talks reveal a deep split in the environmental community

about how best to make real progress in reducing plastic pollution and to make practical fixes

to California’s badly broken recycling system — and how closely to cooperate with the plastics

industry in any solution.

And the question of whether to do the deal reflects a calculation of whether a ballot measure

could pass with a potentially divided environmental lobby and against the spending might of

the plastics industry.       

The bill doesn’t do everything sought by the ballot measure proponents. But several major

environmental groups called Sunday for the Legislature to pass the bill. 

SB 54, however, would give the plastics industry more time to comply with the mandates and

regulations in the ballot measure — until 2032 instead of 2030 — that are designed to ensure

all single-use packaging and foodware is recyclable, reusable, refillable or compostable. In

California, only a small portion of all plastic waste is recycled. About 85% ends up in

landfills. 

The bill would still impose a fee on single-use plastic packaging and foodware, with proceeds

going to CalRecycle, the state Natural Resources Agency and local governments. 

In a June 21 joint letter to Assemblymember Luz Rivas, the chairperson of the Assembly

Natural Resources Committee, the League of California Cities, California State Association of

Counties and Rural County Representatives of California said they support the bill because it

would help them meet their challenges to recycle plastics.  

A rocky path

The agreementis the latest under a 2014 law designed to keep costly measures off the ballot

— but also used by special interests to pressure the Legislature to approve reforms. It’s the

second one this session: Last month, Newsom signed a bill to reform California’s medical

malpractice law and proponents pulled their November ballot measure. 

But the legislative path to the apparent plastics deal has been long and messy. 

Allen first initiated the bill in 2019 with a coalition of environmental groups, but it failed to

pass. Another attempt in 2020 also failed, barely. 

After that, some of those environmental groups split off to try the ballot measure approach

instead. They teamed up with Recology, a San Francisco-based waste management company, 

which, separately from the ballot initiative, has come under fire for allegedly overcharging

the city.

https://www.stopplasticpollutionca.com/leading_environmental_organizations_call_on_legislature_and_governor_to_pass_senate_bill_54_this_week
https://twitter.com/JenniferFearing/status/1540755041161601024?s=20&t=_YKL0SgVQ73AEC5uTYo3Tg
https://calmatters.org/politics/2018/06/special-interests-win-as-lawmakers-cut-last-minute-deals-to-pull-initiatives-off-your-ballot/
https://calmatters.org/health/2022/04/medical-malpractice-california-deal/
https://calmatters.org/environment/2019/09/california-recycling-bills-legislature-single-use-plastic-waste-crisis/
https://calmatters.org/environment/2020/09/california-legislature-plastics/
https://www.sfchronicle.com/sf/article/S-F-waste-giant-Recology-made-millions-more-in-17177504.php
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Earlier in June, the ballot measure sponsors wrote to Allen and legislative leaders that SB 54

did not include stringent enough protections. They want any plan to include: 

Giving more authority to CalRecycle rather than the plastics industry – specifically, on

how to achieve recycling targets.

Prohibiting producers from funding chemical recycling, or most technologies that burn

waste, or otherwise produce fuels or energy. 

Giving the state the ability to prohibit the sale of other materials,or phasing out some

materials directly. 

Either banning Styrofoam and other polystyrene food containers or speeding up their

reduction and recycling. Michael Sangiacomo — the former Recology CEO who is one of

the three proponents whose names are on the measure and would have to agree to

withdraw it — told legislators he wouldn’t unless the bill called for at least 50% of

polystyrene to be recycled by 2025.

The latest version of SB 54 bans chemical recycling and clarifies that foodware made from

polystyrene is banned unless at least 25% of it is recycled by 2025.

Californians Against Waste, Natural Resources Defense Council and Sierra Club California

had also objected to compromises since the 2019 bill. In a June 19 letter to legislative leaders,

they also raised alarms about relying on the plastics industry to achieve the reduction goals.

The prior bills that failed and the deal-making on the current version “show the stranglehold

that corporate polluters have over legislative bodies.” the letter argued. “This is precisely why

the state has a Citizen’s Initiative process. The people of California want to see decisive action

to turn the tide on plastic pollution, and we have no doubt that voters will support the ballot

measure that will be before them this November.”

A coalition of nearly 20 environmental justice groups echoed similar concerns in a separate

June 19 letter to the Legislature.

That recycling symbol doesn’t always mean what you think it does

After today’s committee vote, Victoria Rome, director of California government affairs with

the Natural Resources Defense Council, said while the committee “has made great strides in

addressing” the group’s concerns, “we will continue to work with our environmental justice

and public health partners to ensure that the bill is as strong as possible.”

But Californians Against Waste said it’s now satisfied.   

It joins several other prominent environmental groups — including the Nature Conservancy,

Environment California and EnviroVoters — that earlier said the bill would lead to clear and

enforceable reductions in plastic packaging of at least 25%, would boost California’s recycling

https://twitter.com/susrust/status/1540377103241072640?s=20&t=IG55Psda8lmM07lU8yWJ4Q
https://calmatters.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/SB-54-CAW-NRDC-SCC-oppose-06-19-22-.pdf?utm_source=CalMatters+Newsletters&utm_campaign=8b4d5a4056-WHATMATTERS&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_faa7be558d-8b4d5a4056-150256405&mc_cid=8b4d5a4056&mc_eid=498adde128
https://calmatters.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Plastics-Initiative-Letter.pdf?utm_source=CalMatters+Newsletters&utm_campaign=8b4d5a4056-WHATMATTERS&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_faa7be558d-8b4d5a4056-150256405&mc_cid=8b4d5a4056&mc_eid=498adde128
https://calmatters.org/politics/2021/08/california-recycling-single-use-plastic/
https://twitter.com/Conserve_CA/status/1537977263622238208?s=20&t=P_wiYFe1-LVHCDIbe17P8Q
https://twitter.com/JenniferFearing/status/1540683574508040196?s=20&t=vUy_SVQ-D2r4eYwfSSIkEw
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efforts by requiring single-use plastics to be reusable or compostable and would mandate

that plastics producers provide funding for cleanup efforts. The Ocean Conservancy

estimated that SB 54 would eliminate 23 tons of plastics in its first 10 years.    

Better to have industry on board? 

Allen argues that his bill includes more specifics than the ballot measure, and that the buy-in

from the plastics industry would lead to better results.

The “producer responsibility” model in SB 54 wouldn’t be the first. It’s been used to curb

waste from carpet fibers, mercury thermostats and mattresses in California.

State Sen. Ben Allen, right, confers with state Sen. Steve Glazer during a Senate session in 2018.

Photo by Rich Pedroncelli, AP Photo

Heidi Sanborn, founder and director of the National Stewardship Action Council, says she

has used what she’s learned from the successes and failures of those programs to help craft

SB 54.

In the carpet fiber program, for example, compromises in the bill meant there was no specific

recycling rate or a target date for producers. The paint stewardship program also had some

early bumps, but with bills along the way to refine the program, about 92% of the more than

4 million gallons of paint collected is being reused or recycled, according to its 2021 annual

report.

https://calrecycle.ca.gov/paint/program/
https://www2.calrecycle.ca.gov/Docs/Web/121080
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“When you have the producers running the program, the key thing is the set-up. The devil is

in the details,” Sanborn said. “You’ve got to have a state agency, give them tools in the law,

and then they have to use them.” 

But environmental justice and other groups are more than skeptical. “Suffice it to say,” they

wrote, “that we just don’t have confidence that an industry so prone to deceiving the public

for so long about the impacts of its products on our communities and our planet will now

take the starring role in its own demise voluntarily.”

California’s plastic crisis 

California once exported about a third of its recyclable materials, much of it to China,

according to estimates from CalRecycle. But in 2017, China announced that it would tighten

contamination standards and ban imports of certain types of waste.

Now, California’s recyclers are stockpiling or landfilling plastic products, and even paper that

they struggle to sell. rePlanet, a major collector of beverage containers, shuttered its 284

centers in California despite receiving $25 million from the state. 

Since then, several bills have attempted to address the crisis – with mixed success.

In 2018, the Legislature placed restrictions on single-use plastic straws, and in 2020,

required plastic bottles to contain at least 50% recycled plastic by 2030. Last year, lawmakers

limited which products are allowed to use the triangular “chasing arrows” recycling symbol.

Others, including the state’s ban on most single-use plastic carry-out bags, were done via

ballot measure. 

“Plastic pollution is at an environmental tipping point….The impacts it has on our oceans,

rivers, parks, playgrounds, and food sources can no longer be ignored,” Rivas said in a

statement after today’s committee vote. “The amendments proposed by my committee have

further strengthened SB 54 when it comes to eliminating plastics from our communities.”

Sameea covers the state Capitol and California politics for CalMatters and is

also a production assistant. She joined CalMatters in June 2021 from the Los

Angeles Times, where she was a News Desk editor.... More by Sameea Kamal
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